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IN THE YEAR
2016/17,WE’VE
COMMENCED
A JOURNEY OF
TRANSFORMATION
ACROSS ALL
ASPECTS OF OUR
ORGANISATION
Our vision is to create inclusive
communities where everyone has a
fair go. Our core values are based on
respect, believing in human potential,
acting with integrity and learning and
developing through experience.

We work
together with
people with
disability
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We provide exceptional
experiences for people with
disability to achieve their goals.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF

AARON

One of Aaron’s
favourite things
to do is check out
men’s fashion.
He’ll often wear his
latest purchase into
the Geelong office
where he volunteers
one day a week

4

47

years supporting
our clients

TOGETHER WE
TRANSFORM LIVES
Shaping our services as better,
smarter, more efficient and
improved for our clients

EBA for staff
finalised
leading the
sector

Actively
seeking
client views
second client research
study commissioned
this year

Zero Tolerance
to Abuse
continues to be a
strong focus in 2017

Independent
audit provides
strong positive
feedback
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E.W. (Bill) Tipping’s Legacy
In the last year, we took the
opportunity to speak with Paul
Tipping, E.W. (Bill) Tipping’s oldest
son, to find out more about the
man and family our organisation
is named in honour of.
E.W. (Bill) 
Tipping

Bill Tipping was a man
that was passionate about
a fair go. He saw and
wrote of many social
justice issues and brought
them to the attention of
those who read his
column in the Herald,
In Black and White.

From all accounts, Bill Tipping was
a man that was passionate about
a fair go. He saw and wrote of many
social justice issues and brought
them to the attention of those who
read his column in the Herald,
In Black and White.
In 1953, he wrote the story of a
family who felt they had no choice
but to tie their young disabled son
to a stake in the backyard whilst
they worked in their store out the
front. The thought of sending their
child to Kew Cottages was too
unbearable to entertain for even
a moment.
Bill visited Kew Cottages and
was able to shine a light on the
unacceptable conditions. People
were moved by this story. So moved
that they sent money into the
Herald offices. This appeal raised
$50,000 which was matched dollar
for dollar by the government
of the day.
Bill continued to visit Kew Cottages
and write about the progress they
were making. The appeal had
funded much needed repairs and
an upgrade of the facilities.
This was not just a social justice
issue but one close to Bill Tipping’s
heart as he too had a son with
disability. Peter, his youngest son,
was born with cerebral palsy.
Peter would eventually live at Kew
Cottages many years after Bill had
written about the young boy in
1953. Peter was very comfortable
and Paul describes many happy
family visits out to Kew on
the weekends.
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The Tipping Foundation was not
established until 1970. By this
stage, Bill was terminally ill with
cancer and he sadly passed away
a few months after The Foundation
was established. He initially put up
a lot of resistance to having the
Foundation named in his honour. He
thought there were others that were
more deserving, when a nurse in his
care team appealed to him, ‘to think
of the children’ which perhaps made
him remember his own son, Peter,
(who had sadly passed away at the
age of 14 in 1961). So, Bill agreed
and the Foundation was originally
named the E.W. Tipping Foundation.
The name was changed in 2016
to The Tipping Foundation, a Bill
Tipping legacy working together
with Vista.
Marjorie Tipping, Bill’s wife, did an
enormous amount of work to
support the Foundation. She was
adept at bringing people together
to network and fundraise and was
instrumental in raising much needed
funds to develop another new house
for people to call home.
In fact, Marjorie was still fundraising
right until the end where she raised
a couple of hundred thousand
dollars towards a respite facility in
Bacchus Marsh. Marjorie was 90
when she opened this new facility.
We pay our respects and thanks
to the Tipping Family for their
continuing support.

If you would
like to watch our full
interview with Paul
Tipping please visit:
www.tipping.org.au
/paultipping

2017

Embed
Active Support
practices

New Service
Access Unit

Solid financial
results

An impromptu meeting at the
Melbourne Town Hall saw 1,700
people turn up to discuss how
to tackle the issue of disability.
As a result, the E.W. Tipping
Foundation was established.

Bill described the plight facing
the family of an intellectually
disabled boy, ‘Michael’, whose
parents tied him to a stake in the
backyard rather than send him to
the government’s Kew Cottages.
The story helped foster public
sympathy and concern for people
with disability.

Bill Tipping married
Marjorie McCredie in 1942,
with whom he had three
sons. Their third son,
Peter, had intellectual
and physical disabilities
and died in his teens.

1970
1953
1942

2016
1960
1952
1915

The Tipping family continue
to be strong supporters of
the organisation.
In 2016 Bill Tipping was
nominated to the Australian
Media Hall of Fame.
He won a coveted Walkley
Award for his coverage on
the Sharpeville Massacre
in South Africa in 1960.

He was awarded a Nieman
Fellowship in journalism at
Harvard University, setting
the scene for him to be an
Australian correspondent for
Time magazine and the New
York Times upon his return
to Australia in 1952.

Bill was born
on 27 August
in Moonee Ponds,
Melbourne.
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Chairs’ and CEO Report
Shaping Our Future
Together

WE ARE
SHAPING OUR
ORGANISATION
AROUND WHAT
IS MOST
IMPORTANT TO
OUR CLIENTS

We are delighted to present the
2017 Annual Report on how we are
shaping our organisation centred on
what is most important to our
clients. Much of what you will read
about in this Annual Report is about
shaping the future to deliver our
2020 strategic vision that we
developed together with our clients:
“We will provide exceptional
experiences for people with a
disability to achieve their goals.”

Respectful and Inclusive
Service Delivery that
Maximise Potential and
Quality of Life
You will see in greater detail in this
report initiatives like Person Centred
Active Support (PCAS) and the
evidence based Outcome Star tool
which both support and measure
change and progress for our clients.
We must become more accountable
for the outcomes our services deliver
and more easily able to demonstrate
our clients’ progress and successes
towards achieving their goals.
We know that in order for our clients
to achieve their goals that we need
solid working relationships. The
relationships between our direct
support staff and our clients are
excellent. Research conducted by
Monash University in 2015, that we
are about to replicate in 2017, tells
us that 94% of clients surveyed are
treated well and feel safe with the
staff in their support teams.

We know

NDIS
Just ask us!
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This is a great base from which
to build.

Over the last year, we have heard
more of our clients speaking up and
telling us how to improve our
services and in some cases formally
lodge a complaint. Often complaints
are resolved directly between clients
and their support staff, regularly
without realising a complaint has
been made. It’s part and parcel of
strong working relationships.
But there are times when there are
bigger issues, complaints and other
feedback that is given and these are
viewed as an opportunity for us to
learn and improve our practice. With
this increase in more formal
feedback, it is one measure that
demonstrates that we are creating
a collaborative culture where people
do feel like they are able to express
their opinions safely and know that
they will be treated respectfully and
hopefully, most issues are resolved.
In order to understand that we are
providing, and working towards,
exceptional experiences for our
clients we have begun the process
of “mapping our customer journey.”
Understanding how people find out
about us, what information they
want to know and how people then
choose their provider is a strategic
piece of work that will allow us to
provide a better level of service.
To deliver exceptional service from
the first point of contact, we have
introduced a new Service Access
Unit which is a direct result of our
customer journey mapping and
feedback from clients and families.
We know that providing quality,
consistent expertise from the start
of the relationship is what our
customers expect. We have set up
this new unit to provide value and
easier access to our clients and
potential clients from the word go.
We know this service has been very
well received and we will expand
this service in the coming year.

In alignment with the new Service
Access Unit and customer journey
mapping we have also updated and
improved our website to be a tool
that helps people access the
relevant information that they need
in order to engage our services or
choose a provider. You can visit our
website at www.tipping.org.au

Safe, Reliable Support That
is Good Value for Money
We work as a team to improve our
services and administration for our
clients but we know that in order
to continuously improve, we need
external review.
An independent random audit of
our services across Victoria in the last
year gave us very positive feedback
on the work that we are doing
together with our clients and the
changes we are making. The report
is the most positive audit conducted
since they commenced over 10 years
ago. It’s always important to know
that you are doing well but to
confirm from an external
independent umpire is always good
too, particularly in a rapidly changing
and competitive environment!
The safety and wellbeing of our
clients is paramount. We have
continued our efforts with new
programs in our fight against abuse
and have collaborated with and
contributed to other organisations’
and the State Government zero
tolerance to abuse framework and
the development of appropriate
safe guards as NDIS transitions
across Victoria.

Great Workers
We are very clear that our purpose is
driven by our clients. That’s why we
exist but we can’t achieve anything,
let alone continue to shape our
future, without a talented and
dedicated workforce.

We were able to finalise our new
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement
with unanimous support from our
staff. Our intent is to create a fairer
and more attractive workplace that
consequently supports better
services for our clients. Our future
will require major investment in
people and the new EBA comes at
a cost to the organisation of some
$4.2 million per annum. We are
leaders in the sector for successfully
negotiating this two year agreement.

We know that there is uncertainty
and anxiety for some of those
clients and families who are yet
to roll over to the NDIS. We have
worked together with many who
have made the transition a positive
experience. Our positive attitude is
based on the overall improvements
we are seeing with those who have
made the change with us over the
last four years.

Beyond improved working
conditions, we have invested in
leadership development for our key
frontline staff. We are empowering
new leaders within the organisation
with up-to-date qualifications that
benefit the organisation, the staff
and our clients.
Our new website also hosts a new
recruitment tool which we use to
review employment applications
to find the best candidates for
the roles available. This greatly
improves the time needed to
evaluate and assess applicants and
we are seeing that we are better
able to employ new staff and create
relevant and valuable support teams
for our clients in a more efficient
manner due to the savings in
administrative time.

Our positive attitude
is based on the
overall improvements
we are seeing with
those who have made
the change with us
over the last four
years

Experience and
Understanding of the NDIS
The Tipping Foundation has
47 years experience in disability
support services.
We know that it’s important for
us to continue to evolve as an
organisation in order for our clients
to achieve what is important to
them, particularly in times of
change and new opportunity.
We are now more sure of what
the National Disability Insurance
Scheme will bring, based upon our
four years of NDIS experience.
The Tipping Foundation – Annual Report 2017
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Chairs’ and CEO Report
Well Governed
Organisation, Managed
for the Long Term
Tipping is very
positively situated
and we are ahead of
the game... We spend
our available dollars
wisely – for purpose.

You will see in our financial summary
in this report, as well as in the more
detailed separate financial report,
that we proudly report a strong
financial result this year. We have
realigned our budget, revised our
risk management plan and
improved our risk rating guided
by our strategic plan. We also
successfully implemented a new
financial management system
which improves efficiencies across
the organisation, minimises
duplication across systems and
will improve our capability to
better plan for our future.
We are now very well positioned
to take advantage of growth
opportunities and have actively
pursued those which make
strategic sense for our organisation.
These growth opportunities are
already evident in the roll out of
the NDIS as well as the Victorian
Government’s realignment of
services in the future, including
those for children, youth and
families. Similarly, we are actively
exploring future partnerships that
will enhance our future.
Tipping is a very positively situated
and we are ahead of the game. We
are careful and smart about how we
spend our dollars. Simplified, we
want to spend our available dollars
wisely – for purpose.

Changes and Thanks

We work
together so
everyone has
a fair go
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In November 2016, Geoff Donovan
stepped down from the role of Chair
due to personal and health reasons
and we welcomed Candice Charles
to the role. Geoff made a wonderful
contribution in his six years as Chair
and we are delighted that Geoff is
continuing on as a Board Member.
Candice relishes the challenge of

this role as we delve further into
the National Disability Insurance
Scheme and the changes it brings.
We have welcomed Andrew Sando
and Chris Edwards as new Board
Members and Directors and know
that they, like all of our other Board
Members, bring a wealth of expertise
to the table and that overall we have
a good mix of skills and experience
to draw on in our Board. We would
also like to thank Matthew Hingeley
for his service on our Audit and
Risk Committee.
In other changes at the senior
leadership level we farewelled
Catherine Cairns, General Manager
Business and Strategy whose
disability expertise and leadership
were invaluable. Alison Brideson
retired after a strategic and wise
contribution as our Company
Secretary and we welcomed Jacqui
Wilson to the role.
We would also like to take a moment
to acknowledge the sad passing of
two Tipping Foundation Life
Members; Margaret Morrison and
Ron Mason. We send our
condolences to their friends and
family and know that their legacy
lives on in our work.
None of what we outline in this
Annual Report would have been
possible without the combined
talent, commitment and hard work
of the Board, Executive Team and
staff over the last 12 months. Your
efforts do not go unnoticed and we
really do appreciate your great work.
We reserve the biggest thanks
for our clients and families. Thank
you for choosing Tipping to work
together with you. We look forward
as we continue to shape our future
together.

I FOUND AN
ORGANISATION
FOCUSSED ON
THE VALUE IT
CAN PROVIDE
TO ITS CLIENTS

I FOUND THAT
WE ARE PREPARED
FOR AN EXCITING
FUTURE
— Graeme Kelly

I FOUND AN
ORGANISATION
LOOKING TO THE
FUTURE FOR THE
BENEFIT OF CLIENTS
— Margot Druce

— Candice Charles

Candice Charles
Chair, The Tipping Foundation
Board Member, Vista

Graeme Kelly
Chief Executive Officer,
The Tipping Foundation

Margot Druce
Chair, Vista. Board Member,
The Tipping Foundation
The Tipping Foundation – Annual Report 2017
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Board Members

Candice Charles

B App Sc, MBA, MPH

Chair, The Tipping
Foundation
Board Member, Vista

Peter Williams

ANZIFF (ASSOC) CIP,
MAICD, FAIM

Margot Druce

BSocSci, LLB, GAICD

Chair, Vista
Board Member, The
Tipping Foundation

Deputy Chair, The
Tipping Foundation
Board Member, Vista

Corinna Dieters

B.Ed, P.Dip Mgt, GAICD

Geoff Donovan
B.Juris, LLB

Deputy Chair, Vista
Board Member, The
Tipping Foundation

Board Member, The
Tipping Foundation
Board Member, Vista

Andrew Sando

BSc(Hons) , MBA, GAICD

John Rowan
ACPA, FCIS

Board Member, The
Tipping Foundation
Board Member, Vista

Board Member, The
Tipping Foundation
Board Member, Vista

Chris Edwards
Board Member, The
Tipping Foundation
Board Member, Vista
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Our Patron
The Honourable Linda Dessau,
AM, Governor of Victoria
Patron of The Tipping Foundation
We have had the pleasure of
continuing to work with The
Honourable Linda Dessau, AM,
Governor of Victoria over the last
year. We have a strong and
supportive relationship with the
Governor and have coordinated
regional visits with Her Excellency

in order to demonstrate the depth
and breadth of our work across
Victoria as well as to introduce
many of the wonderful characters,
both clients and staff that make
up The Tipping Foundation.
We would like to formally
acknowledge your ongoing
support, involvement and
passion for inclusion in
communities across Victoria.

I FOUND MY VISIT TO
THE GIPPSLAND DAY
SERVICE HAS GIVEN
US A MUCH GREATER
INSIGHT INTO THE
WORK OF TIPPING
The Honourable Linda
Dessau, AM

Executive Team
Graeme Kelly

BA (Psych), M Bus, Grad Dip
Org Behav, GAICD, CMAHRI,
AFCHSE

Chief Executive Officer
Jayne Gallo

BA, RN, Grad Dip B Mgt,
Grad Dip Rehab Studies, M
Public Policy and Mgt

James Digby

B Bus, MBA, Grad Dip Int
and Comm Dev, FCPA

General Manager
Client Services

Chief Financial Officer
Jantine Eddelbuttel

B App Sci (Speech Path),
Grad Dip HR Mgt and IR,
Cert Bus, MAICD

Jane Emery

Grad Dip e-Commerce, MEI

General Manager
Human Resources

General Manager
Community Relations
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Zero Tolerance to Abuse
Abuse is an issue
for everyone in our
community. We actively
talk about zero tolerance
because we know that it is
going to take a collective
effort to stamp out abuse.
We are clear at Tipping
that we do not tolerate
abuse. We have introduced
very clear processes and
have high standards to
ensure we minimise the
risk of abuse. We know
that stopping and
preventing abuse is
about collaboration.

At Tipping we take the safety and
wellbeing of our clients seriously.
It is a basic human right that we
strongly believe in and will always
advocate for.
We have taken proactive
measures to make sure that we
have a zero tolerance to abuse
culture at Tipping. It’s not a
catch phrase. It means action.
It means accountability and it
means everyone.
Our practice leaders have worked
closely with our staff to better
understand the different forms of
abuse that there are, what to do
about abuse and how to self reflect
and understand how our own biases
can impact on the way we respond
to certain situations.
We have produced an easy to
use video to assist in getting the
discussion started. This can often
be the difficult part. We know it’s
a hard conversation to have but
we would much rather this, than
not knowing and not taking action
to stop the abuse. The video is easy
to understand, colourful and sends
a very clear message about what
abuse is and what can be done
about it. We take this seriously.
The zero tolerance to abuse
message begins with recruitment.
We put more than the mandatory
screening checks in place to make
sure that we are getting appropriate
staff to support and work with our
clients. As we orientate and train our
staff there is a range of training
modules, e-learning and coaching
specifically related to zero tolerance
to abuse. We make it clear that
all staff have a role to play in
eliminating abuse.

Regardless of the services provided
by Tipping, safety and wellbeing
are paramount.
We are a registered Child Safe
organisation which means we comply
with the standards for organisations
who work with children to help
protect those children from abuse.
The new standards are overseen by
the Commission for Children and
Young People and was established
in response to the 2013 Victorian
Parliamentary Inquiry into the
Handling of Child Abuse by religious
and other non government
organisations.
We work together to prevent abuse.
It is EVERYONE’s responsibility.
To learn more visit
www.zerotolerancetoabuse.org.au

We have taken
a stance against
abuse with
initiatives like
zero tolerance

We work together
to prevent abuse
It is everyone’s
responsibility
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We understand that abuse can be a difficult
topic to talk about but we need to have those
conversations.

ZERO

TOLERANCE

Speak up. Say something is not right here.
We can’t do anything if we don’t know anything.
We have processes in place to deal with abuse
or any other concerns you may have. You just
need to tell us.

TO
ABUSE

Speak up if you see or hear of any of the following:

Sexual abuse

Physical abuse

Emotional abuse

When someone makes you do
sexual things that you don’t want
to do. This can include grooming
of young people and children.

When someone hurts your body,
such as hitting or restraining you.

When someone does things to
hurt your feelings.

Neglect

Financial abuse

Discrimination

When your care and support is not
enough to meet your basic needs.

When someone spends your
money or takes your belongings
without asking or encourages
you to buy them things.

When people treat you differently
or unfairly because of who you
are, your abilities, what you
believe in or where you are from.

Speak up to whoever you prefer.
Keep speaking to people until you
feel your matter has been resolved.

The Tipping Foundation
03 9564 1000
info@tipping.org.au
www.tipping.org.au

The Tipping Foundation – Annual Report 2017
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Our Services
“Staff were observed
providing the clients with
choices and honouring
their rights to make
decisions, including
around the house, with
personal care and meals.
They were seen taking
time to use Person
Centred Active Support
approaches with their
clients, understanding
the clients’ needs and
communication abilities
and preferences.”
— HDAA 2017 Auditors Report

The arrival of the NDIS requires
organisations, the people who
work for it, clients, families and
carers to transform the way they
work together.
The Tipping Foundation has been
preparing for this transformation
for several years and only now are
we starting to see what the changes
will look like.
To assist the transformation,
The Tipping Foundation entered
into an agreement with La Trobe
University to engage in Active
Support and also commenced
training and the implementation
of a tool called Outcome Star to
gauge how and what our supports
deliver to clients and families to
achieve positive outcomes.
Active Support and Outcome Star
are evidence based tools that we
have implemented in order for a
person with disability to actively
participate in their own lives and to
have a much bigger say in how their
services are delivered. These tools
help us to support the person, in a
way that they have directed, to
develop the necessary skills and to
measure the progress towards their
(the clients) set goals.
We have put an emphasis on client
directed service delivery. Historically
there have been challenges and
obstacles to clients directing their
own service delivery preferences,
exacerbated further for people with
an intellectual disability. To achieve
this, we have concentrated on three
fundamental platforms that
underpin how we now deliver
services. These platforms are;
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1. Zero Tolerance to Abuse
Creating awareness and genuine
understanding of zero tolerance
to abuse is more than just having a
discussion about abuse. We all have
biases, conscious and unconscious,
that may influence the way we deal
with these situations. All staff at
Tipping are working towards this
important zero tolerance to abuse
and neglect.
Zero tolerance is often understood
as representing physical and sexual
abuse. Staff now, equally consider
other types of abuse that are often
more subtle yet pervasive. Examples
of this type of abuse often relate
to psycho-social restrictions and the
exertion of control. These concepts
are discussed at team meetings
to embed localised cultures that
replicate the organisational culture.
The basic premise has been to
develop an understanding that
how we speak and treat people
at a very basic level is essential
to zero tolerance.

2. Outcome Star

The broader aspirations and dreams
are then broken down into smaller
measurable and achievable goals
to guide support workers. Support
workers who are responsible for
following through on service
delivery are now much more
involved in the formulation of
goals and discussions so that we
are all better aligned in our service
delivery at an individual level.

To be able to support a person
meaningfully, we must have a real
(not assumed) understanding of
who the person is and what they
want to achieve through The
Tipping Foundation.
Outcome Star has been an effective
tool because it elicits information
and understanding of a person’s
‘big picture’ aspirations and
dreams. Through this process the
person and important stakeholders
consider where they sit in eight life
domains, within the context of
quality of life and what needs to
be done to improve or maintain
particular areas.

I FOUND I’M
ACHIEVING MORE
— Simone

Team meetings are used to discuss
support related to individual goals
and reflect on engagement and
progress. We collectively share
challenges and ideas and agree on
a shared approach. The change that
we notice in our teams is that they
are even more engaged and creative
in the way that they problem solve
and adapt.
Reassessment of the person’s
quality of life takes place at agreed
or required intervals.

The Outcomes Star™ Model
where you live

how you feel

looking
after yourself
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managing
money

See Simone’s
story at www.
tipping.org.
au/simone/

4

3

4

social life

5

being treated
with dignity

meaningful
activity
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Our Services
3. Person Centred Active
Support (or Active Support)
We all communicate
using different tools
and techniques in
order for our message
to be understood

Person Centred Active Support
works on the principle that every
moment matters and that people
will achieve better outcomes if
people are actively engaged in their
life and making choices about their
own future.
Previously, the process of
assessment led to the formulation
of goals in a support plan. Using the
tools and concepts associated with
Active Support, we have now been
able to make agreements about
how, when and what supports we
apply to individuals in order to
achieve their goals.
The link between the three platforms
of Zero Tolerance, Outcome Star and
Person Centred Active Support has
been critical to transforming the
thinking by our staff and ultimately
our service delivery.
Service Access Unit
The Tipping Foundation’s Service
Access Unit launched in February
2017 with the primary aim of
providing up to date information
about the rapidly changing disability
sector, more streamlined processes
for new clients and improving our
clients’ experience from their very
first interaction with Tipping.
The by-product of this advice based
service is an opportunity to build
rapport, relationships and trust, by
sharing our expertise, that enables
people to secure the necessary
resources, services and funding that
are needed for a high quality life.
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There are a large number of people
in need of support and they are
after information on what options
are available. The majority of the
enquiries to the Service Access
Unit are from people who are
understandably solely focused upon
the welfare of their loved ones.
We often have enquiries relating
to the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•

information about the NDIS
where to refer people for support
looking for accommodation
options
wanting our support staff to put
their individualised NDIS plans
into action
general advice on how to
navigate the disability sector
advocacy and assistance with
finance related matters

The Service Access Unit has also
established an accommodation
waiting list from these discussions.
We know that this need is an
opportunity and we have a range
of comprehensive and creative
solutions that we can work together
with families to implement.
It’s all about helping clients
and families to achieve excellent
results by sharing information
and expertise.
Positive Behaviour Support
Service (PBS)
Since April 2016, The Tipping
Foundation has been registered
to deliver NDIS Positive Behaviour
Support Services including planning
and training.

What are Challenging
Behaviours?
A challenging behaviour is a
continuing behaviour that can cause
difficulties and often gets in the way
of a person’s ability to have a good
life. Sometimes a person may use
a range of actions or behaviours
to be understood.
We all communicate using different
tools and techniques in order for our
message to be understood. Positive
Behaviour Support helps to break
down the behaviours step by step in
order to understand the behaviour
and its purpose. This allows us to
develop a plan, with achievable
goals and then to be able to review
the progress. It’s not a quick fix
and improvements won’t happen
overnight but they will happen.
In order to achieve any change, it’s
about having a collective approach
and we work closely with all support
staff and with other services and
allied health professionals in order
to support each client. It’s about
understanding the behaviours, what
triggers them and what strategies
to put in place to avoid or assist
with these behaviours.

What is Tipping’s Approach?
We have developed a Functional
Behaviour Assessment tool which
aligns to the core values of the
organisation, including Person
Centred Active Support, zero
tolerance to abuse and the least
restrictive approach to supporting
people who display behaviours
of concern.
The Positive Behaviour Support
Service has been instrumental in
providing support to staffing teams
within our organisation who support
people with high levels of complex
behavioural challenges to ensure
that approaches are contemporary,
positive, educational, and to help
individuals develop and express
themselves positively as they
achieve their goals.

WE FOUND
A PLACE TO
EXPERIENCE
SOMETHING
NEW

Top: Gail, Lisa,
Jennifer, Faye
Bottom: Suzie,
Natasha, Melissa
and Donna

See full story
on page 2 of the
Stories of 2017
booklet Or view at
www.tipping.org.
au/warunda
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I FOUND
I NOW
HAVE A
FUTURE
— Dave
20

I FOUND
I NOW HAVE A FUTURE. I FEEL PROUD
OF MYSELF. I AM WORTH SOMETHING.
I LOOK GREAT IN MY UNIFORM. I FEEL
IMPORTANT
Dave* is 13 years old. His goal was
to join the Royal Australian Air Force
Cadets. The Cadets’ aim is to run a
youth based program that develops
life skills, leadership qualities,
self-reliance, confidence, teamwork
and communication.

If the Cadets were looking for a new
poster teenager, Dave’s the man for
the job! He loves the Cadets and
everything about it. He went to a
formal Cadet dinner recently and
had a fantastic time. He took one of
his workers as his plus one, Joanne.

An example of some of the activities
that Cadets get involved in are:

The dinner was very formal and
included many ceremonial aspects.
Others on the table spotted Dave
and Joanne as newbies and took
them under their wing advising
which cutlery to use when, which
dignitaries and ranks to stand up in
acknowledgement for, to keep eye
contact as the flag went past and to
turn your body in the direction of
the flag as it went past you. There
were so many new rituals, codes,
and etiquettes to get a handle on.
Dave loved it all!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

flying
field craft
adventure training
firearms safety training
drill and ceremonial parades
service knowledge
aeromodelling
navigation
gliding

(source www.aafc.org.au as
at 26 September 2017)

As well as looking the part,
the dinner delighted Dave for
the formalities, the theatre,
the connections and belonging
to such an iconic institution.
While Dave may have had predinner nerves, he certainly didn’t
let it show. Towards the end of the
night, the Cadets were asked to
participate in a banter type of
activity which was a playful mocking
on some of the bloopers that the
Cadets had witnessed. Joanne
thought that Dave would enjoy this
but he did more than that. He stood
up and offered a few gaffes of his
own to the room. He commanded
the room. He owned it. He nailed it.

Rumour had it that he may have
spent up to three days ironing his
shirt before the big night! YouTube
was also consulted on how to tie his
tie correctly. His shoes shone. Not a
hair was out of place. Dave scrubbed
up a treat. He kept asking his worker,
“Do I look alright?”

On achieving his goal of joining
the Cadets, Dave summed it up
beautifully, “I now have a future.
I feel proud of myself. I am worth
something. I look great in my
uniform. I feel important. I will be
respected. I want to give to my
country and help others. I cannot
thank you all for believing in me
and making it all come true.”
*Dave’s name has been changed
to protect his privacy
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Our People and Workplace
Getting the Culture Right
from Day 1 – Our New
Organisational Induction

Demand for
strong leadership
has never been
more critical

A new client centred organisational
induction was launched in July
2016 to help our staff understand
and deliver on the organisational
expectation and responsibilities
in relation to the changes within
our sector.
New starters learn about the Tipping
culture and framework of support for
our clients. The program invites
guest speakers from various service
streams within the organisation and
a client attends as a guest speaker.
The clients who attend tell their
story and share their expectations
of people in their support team,
which gives invaluable insight for
new starters.
The level of energy and enthusiasm
that is generated across the two day
induction is remarkable.
We would like to thank all our clients
who generously participate in the
organisational induction:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organisational
Induction
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Simone Stevens (Barwon)
Jenny Macpherson (Metro)
John McKenna (Metro)
Michael Buckley (Metro)
Graeme Kenny and Ann Kenny
(Metro)
Anita Quadara (Metro)
Tiffany Poulton (Ballarat)

Empowering and
Adaptive Leaders
Class of 2017 – Diploma of
Leadership and Management
and Certificate IV Disability
Demand for strong leadership and
capability has never been more
critical. As a result, we introduced
our Diploma of Leadership and
Management for key frontline staff
as an opportunity to formalise their
many years of experience into one
of the latest qualifications. This
program involved a 12 month
commitment from all involved and
our congratulations to those who
have graduated and managed to
balance work, life and studies.
Congratulations also to our latest
group of staff graduating from the
Certificate IV in Disability.
Investing in our Workforce
Over the last 12 months we finalised
our new two-year Enterprise
Bargaining Agreement (EBA) which
was then implemented in August
2017. The new agreement improves
our staff’s overall conditions and
employment benefits. The new
agreement achieves our strategic
goal of “delivering workplace
arrangements that are fair and
effective for all.” The total agreed
package equates to around $4.2
million per annum in benefits for
staff and delivers a package of
improvements that recognises and
values the contribution of staff in
delivering quality services to our
clients. This is one of very few EBA’s
that has been agreed on and
approved in our sector and we
are all very proud of this.

Striving for Excellence

International Learning

Our strong focus on safety in the
workplace continued this year.
Along with a revamped OHS Team,
our OHS strategy has enabled a
fresh outlook on assessing and
controlling risks across our many
services and locations. The strategy
encompasses three main pillars of:

Our General Manager, Human
Resources, was lucky enough whilst
on holidays recently to visit a
disability provider in the Netherlands
to learn about their organisation
and service delivery models to see
what we can learn from others.
It was an exciting and thought
provoking visit and has contributed
a host of new ideas and thinking
on how we transform ourselves
into the future.

• Safe@Work
• Well@Work
• Health@Work
A key focus of Safe@Work has been
OHS leadership through prevention,
integration, participation and
responsibility.
We have reinvigorated the Health
& Safety Representatives as well as
increased site visits which promote
greater engagement and
understanding of OHS responsibilities
and options. Through workplace
inspections we continued to refine
our processes and educate staff
about:

Online Recruitment
A major project has been the
implementation of a new online
recruitment and on boarding
system. The system provides
managers with more control and
visibility of the recruitment process
and will speed up the process overall
which is good news for our clients.

I FOUND
THE TIPPING
CARERS TEACH
ME HOW TO
BLEND MY
COLOURS
Tash

•

Manual handling
(ASSiST assessment tool)
• Vehicle assessments
• Slips, trips, falls identification
The outcome is that we have safer
clients and staff, more accessible
working environments and greater
engagement between all parties.
Ongoing support for staff and teams
following incidents and injuries has
been provided through Well@Work
programs.

See full story
on page 6 of
the Stories of
2017 booklet
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Our People and Workplace
Staff Excellence Awards
Outstanding Team Award
– for excellence in working together
to achieve an outstanding result for
a client or in the workplace (team)

The Bill Tipping Distinguished
staff member of the Year Award
– for excellence in ensuring that our
value of Respect is demonstrated in
every aspect of their work
(individual).

Dual winners – Team from Tuff St
house, Swan Hill and the team from
Warunda house Warracknabeal

Sandra Renga – Direct Support
Worker, Disability Community,
Ballarat

Excellence in Safety
Leadership Award
– for outstanding leadership in
making the workplace safer for all
(team or individual)

Sandra’s dedication and
commitment to one of our complex
behavioural programs in the local
area has not gone unnoticed. Sandra
has continually been presented with
challenging situations and has always
demonstrated a respectful and
professional manner. Sandra is one to
find a solution to any issue and work
with the individual to come up with
a positive outcome. She consistently
goes above and beyond and has the
ability to adjust to any situation.

Cathryn Ryan, Service Manager,
Disability Grampians and Barwon.
Innovation in Practice Award
– for excellence in developing new
ways of working that has led to
improved outcomes for a client or in
the workplace (team or individual)
Amy Bushell, Practice Leader,
Child, Youth & Family

Sandra will always assist where she
can with a smile on her face and
reassurance that everything will be
okay. She is a great role model to
other staff members throughout
the organisation and is always up
to offering advice where she can.
She demonstrates everything
The Tipping Foundation stands
for through our service model
and The Tipping Way.

Service Awards —
Congratulations to…
30 Years Service
Sandra Daymond, Direct Support
Worker – Princes Way, Gippsland
20 Years Service
Elizabeth Dastey, Direct Support
Worker – Kelsby, Metropolitan
North West
15 Years Service
Vasillia Hosken, Direct Support
Worker – McCrae, Metropolitan
South East
Robyn Fisher, Direct Support
Worker – Hawthory, Metropolitan
South-East
Refaat Eldib, Direct Support Worker
– Tyler, Metropolitan North West
Bill Cleary, Direct Support
Worker – Frankston, Metropolitan
South East
Selina Duif, Direct Support Worker
– Scenic Rd, Gippsland

Appreciation Awards
We would like to formally thank
the following clients for their very
important and significant
involvement in our Induction
Program:
•
•
•
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Michael Buckley
Graeme Kenny
Anita Quadara

WE FOUND
MAISZE’S A
FANTASTIC
COOK, SHE
LOVES FOOD

Ross, Sam,
MaiSze, Sara
and Gail
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Our Relationships
Much work has been done to
strengthen our branding, presence
and engagement in the
communities in which we operate
across Victoria. Anecdotally, we
know that people are starting to
recognise Tipping from our branding
in a variety of settings be it a
shopfront, a newsletter or a
fundraising request. This makes a
pleasant change from years gone
by where we operated different
service streams under many
different brands. Now we are
simply, The Tipping Foundation.

New Website
We know that the disability
sector can be difficult to navigate.
Where do you get the information
in order to access the services that
you need or that you are eligible for?
Our new website is certainly a great
place to start.
In the last year, we updated our
website www.tipping.org.au to be
the tool and information resource
that people can come to in order to
decide on services and supports that
they may need. The website has a
high number of visitors each month
and assists with a host of service
based enquiries.

NDIS Information Forums
with VALID
We also know people are both
equally excited and anxious about
the National Disability Insurance
Scheme. We have held information
sessions in the lead up to each new
location roll out to talk with existing
clients, families, potential clients and
other allied health professionals. We
ran these sessions in partnership
with VALID and they offer very
practical hands on advice about
exactly how to prepare in order to
get the maximum out of the NDIS
planning process.

Your Thoughtfulness and
Generosity
Your generosity has made a
difference for our most vulnerable
clients in 2016-17 by funding
housing and special equipment
that could not otherwise have
been afforded.
A semi-independent unit at Ballarat
that was the focus of our 2016
Winter Appeal and Run Melbourne
fundraising campaigns will be
completed in October 2017. The
unit was also made possible by a gift
in the will of Barbara Batchelor, and
we thank her family for their
wonderful support.
Our hope is that the unit will be a
model for a series of similar units to
be built across regional Victoria. The
units will provide independent living
options for people who cannot thrive
in shared accommodation or who
are transitioning from shared
accommodation into independent
living in the community.
Our Christmas Appeal 2016 raised
funds for the construction of a
shared house at Balnarring that The
Tipping Foundation is constructing
in partnership with Frankston
Peninsula Carers and the Anglican
Church. We are continuing to raise
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the funds required and are hopeful
that construction will commence
within the next year.
If you can help, please use the
envelope enclosed with this report to
make your donation, or visit our
website at www.tipping.org.au
Your donations to our Winter Appeal
2017 has enabled the purchase of
specialist equipment for residents of
four of our houses that has not only
enhanced their independence but
also reduced the risk of injury to
these clients and the staff who work
with them.
Our new ‘free donation’ scheme in
partnership with Energy Pledge
enabled the purchase of mowing
and gardening equipment for the
Volunteering Group at our Gippsland
Day Services. Please consider asking
Energy Pledge to provide you with
a quote for your gas and electricity.
If you make the change you can
choose green energy, save money,
and generate a free donation from
Energy Pledge to The Tipping
Foundation.
Thank you to the Collier Charitable
Foundation, the Jack Brockhoff
Foundation, the Raper Trust, the
Petherd Tarax Charitable Trust, the
William Angliss Charitable Fund, and
the Byrne Fund (Lord Mayor’s
Charitable Foundation) for their
grants in 2016-17. The Collier and
Brockhoff Foundations are making
possible a research project in
partnership with La Trobe University
that will facilitate the extension of
person centred active support
approach into in-home care.
Please consider using the envelope
enclosed with this annual report to
make your donation.

Corporate Services
New Finance System

Information Upgrades

After 15 years of service, it was
decided to replace our finance
system with a more contemporary
and integrated solution. This new
system is better able to work in with
our existing systems such as pay roll
and Carelink (client database).

The speed of development of
information technology is never
ending. We continue to reinvest,
every year, in upgrading our systems
to make the flow of information
easier. Our distributed network was
completely replaced during the year
with faster, higher capacity
hardware and software. This also
allowed us to upgrade our
supporting network and disaster
recovery site at Preston which is a
great safety net to have.

It is also part of a drive to link all
of our information and database
systems in order to improve
efficiencies across the organisation.
We are working towards
information only needing to be
entered once and available to all
the relevant staff.
The change to the new system was
implemented seamlessly, on time
and on budget and ultimately
benefits our clients and the way we
deliver our financial services to them.
We have also taken on board
feedback from our clients and
redesigned our financial statements
so that they are easier to read and
understand.

Debt Free
In the last 12 months, we re-paid the
last of our corporate debt, leaving
an unleveraged balance sheet. This
is a strong and healthy position to
be in at any point, particularly as it
puts us in a good position to explore
future opportunities as the National
Disability Insurance Scheme
continues to roll out.

Housing Upgrades
We are committed to the continual
and structured upgrading of our
housing. Just as you upgrade your
own house with new bathrooms,
new carpet, garden, landscaping etc.
We do this with the Tipping houses
that our clients call home too. We
have developed a 10 year plan to
ensure our houses remain well
maintained homes.

I FOUND
WHEN I PUT MY
HAT ON I LOVE
TO WATER
PLANTS. I FEEL
LIKE FARMER
PICKLES
— Brian

We have also increased our capacity
to more easily communicate with
our staff by providing Tipping email
addresses for all staff, using cloud
based Office 365. This is the first
step to building our capacity to work
collaboratively in the cloud which
certainly limits some of the
challenges of working in a dispersed
work force.

New Power Supply
Following the tragic bushfires of
2009, one of the findings was that
sparking power lines had contributed
to the fires. This has ultimately led to
a change in policy to switch off
power on Code Red days when there
is an initial power interruption. This
is at a time when our clients are
looking to have power for fans and
air-conditioning to keep cool. We
successfully obtained a grant to
install generators in 17 of our
houses. This grant is through the
Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning, Local
Infrastructure Assistance Fund and is
valued at more than $850K. It
means that our clients can carry on
their normal activities even if the
main power supply is disrupted.
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Sarah, Mary,
Peter and David
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WE
FOUND
A WAY TO TRANSFORM THE
TRADITIONAL SUNDAY LUNCH
Earlier this month, the residents of a
Tipping house in St Arnaud decided
to have a Sunday BBQ lunch and
a drive. After packing up the bus,
everyone (include Bazz the dog!)
headed to Murtoa, where there
is a known undercover BBQ spot.
On the way, the residents decided
to stop at Rupanyup to look at
the painted silos and other great
artwork in the town. All of the
residents loved the artwork so much

that they decided to change plans
and head into Brim, instead of
continuing onto Murtoa, to see
some more artwork.
Along the way they stopped at
Minyip and found a great BBQ
area, which happened to have
some walking tracks nearby.
Whilst half the staff and residents
took Bazz for a walk, the others
cooked up a great BBQ lunch –
it was a real team effort!

After lunch, everyone piled back
into the bus and headed towards
Brim. They came across some other
silo art in Sheep Hills, which all the
residents agreed was fantastic!
The last stop for the day was the
original silo artwork in Brim.
A great day was had by all!
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Corporate Governance Report
as at 30 June 2017
This statement outlines the current
Corporate Governance practices
used within The Tipping Foundation.
As at 30 June 2017, The Tipping
Foundation is formed by two
separate legal entities, The Tipping
Foundation Ltd. and Victorian
Person Centred Services Inc.
(trading as Vista).
The two Boards consist of an
identical composition of Directors
and individual meetings are held
with separate agendas.
The Company Secretary, Alison
Brideson, retired in March 2017
and we welcomed Jacqui Wilson as
Alison’s replacement. The Company
Secretary attends all Board and
Committee meetings and is
responsible for the agenda and
minutes of the Board and
Committee meetings. The Board
and the Board Committee members
use the Boardworks iPad application
for access to papers and documents.
The Chief Executive Officer and
Chief Financial Officer attend all
Board meetings. Senior
management, operational staff
and representatives of external
organisations attend Board and
Committee meetings at the
invitation of the Chair. The Chief
Executive Officer attends all
Committee meetings unless the
meeting is required to be held
in confidence.
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The Tipping
Foundation Ltd.
The Tipping Foundation Ltd is a
Company Limited by Guarantee
bound by a Constitution and the
provisions of the Corporations Act.
As at 30 June 2017 it has a
membership of 26 (including six
Life Members).
The Board is responsible for the
overall governance of the
organisation including its strategic
direction, establishing goals for
management and monitoring the
achievement of those goals.
During the year, Candice Charles was
appointed Chair (November 2016)
replacing Geoff Donovan. We also
welcomed new Board Members
Andrew Sando (October 2016) and
Chris Edwards (April 2017).
The Board has a Corporate
Governance Policy, a Conflict of
Interest Policy and a Code of
Conduct. The Company Secretary
maintains a record of Board
Members’ interests and the register
is noted at the commencement of
every meeting. The number of
meetings and attendance of Board
Members at Board meetings is
detailed in the following tables.

The Tipping Foundation Ltd
No. of meetings
(including AGM)
Director

Held

Attended

Candice Charles
(Chair from Nov 16)

8

7

Geoff Donovan
(Chair until Nov 16)

8

7

Corinna Dieters
(Deputy Chair)

8

8

Peter Williams

8

6

John Rowan

8

8

Margot Druce

8

6

Andrew Sando
(from Oct 16)

6

5

Chris Edwards
(from April 17)

3

3

Victorian Person
Centred Services Inc.

Evaluation of
Board Performance

Victorian Person Centred Services
Inc. (trading as Vista) is an
Incorporated Association bound
by a Constitution. It has a
membership of 18.

A program of Board evaluation has
been developed by the People and
Governance Committee.

The Board is responsible for the
overall governance of the
organisation including its strategic
direction, establishing goals for
management and monitoring the
achievement of those goals.

The Boards of both organisations
have established joint committees
to provide advice and
recommendations to the Boards.
No Board Committee holds
delegated powers and can only
make recommendations to the
individual Boards for approval.

The Board has a Corporate
Governance Policy, a Conflict of
Interest Policy and a Code of
Conduct. The Company Secretary
maintains a record of Board
Members’ interests and the register
is noted at the commencement
of every meeting.
The number of meetings and
attendance of Board Members at
Board meetings is detailed in the
following table.
Victorian Person Centred Services Inc
No. of meetings
Director

Held

Attended

Margot Druce
(Chair)

4

3

Corinna Dieters
(Deputy Chair)

4

4

Candice Charles

4

4

Geoff Donovan

4

4

Peter Williams

4

4

John Rowan

4

3

Andrew Sando
(from Oct 16)

4

3

Chris Edwards
(from April 17)

2

2

Audit and Risk Committee
The role of the Audit and Risk
Committee (as at 30 June 2017)
is to assist the Boards of Directors
in fulfilling their governance
responsibilities to independently
verify and safeguard the integrity of
the Foundation’s financial reporting
and duties and responsibilities to the
people we support, and to provide
independent assurance to the
Boards on the appropriateness of
the Foundation’s risk management
strategy and action plans.

Board Committees

As at 30 June 2017, the Boards had
the following standing committees:
•
•

Audit and Risk Committee
People and Governance
Committee (incorporating
Nominations and Remuneration)
• Practice and Quality Committee
All Committees have formal Terms
of Reference that are reviewed
annually. The Committees report
to the Board meeting immediately
following each respective
Committee meeting.
The purpose of each Committee
is set out in the Corporate
Governance Policy.

The Committee is composed of
Directors from both Boards and
two Independent Members
appointed for their skills and
expertise in a particular area (in
accordance with the Constitutions
of both organisations). As at 30 June
2017, the Committee is chaired by
Peter Williams (a Board Member of
both The Tipping Foundation and
Vista) and comprises John Rowan
and an Independent Member
Henry Reynolds.
The Board Chairs attend the
meetings ex officio.
The number of meetings and
attendance of Board Members at
Board meetings is detailed in the
following table.
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Corporate Governance Report
as at 30 June 2017
Capital Investment

Audit and Risk Committee
No. of meetings
Director

Held

Attended

Peter Williams
(Chair)

4

4

John Rowan

4

3

Candice Charles

4

3

Geoff Donovan

2

2

Henry Reynolds
(Independent
Member)

4

2

Matthew Hingeley
(Independent
Member)

2

1

Internal Control

The Board is responsible for the
oversight of the investments of the
organisation and has approved clear
guidelines for capital expenditure
and control of expenditure through
Delegations of Authority.
Corporate Governance Policies
and Compliance
The Board has approved a suite
of Corporate Governance Policies
which are subject to regular review.
Delegations of Authority and the
implementation of an organisational
Compliance Schedule have been
introduced.
Risk Management

The performance of the
organisation in the delivery of the
corporate objectives enumerated
in the Strategic Plan, 2016-2020,
is monitored by the Boards through
detailed monthly, quarterly and
annual reporting processes.

The organisation has implemented
a strategic and operational risk
framework. This includes the use of
a software program to manage the
risk profile of the organisation. The
Board through the Audit and Risk
Committee receives regular reports
on the status of risks recorded across
the organisation.

Financial Reporting

Occupational Health and Safety

The organisation undertakes a
comprehensive budget process with
approval of the annual budget by
both Boards in June. Monthly actual
results are reported against budget
and revised forecasts for the year
are prepared regularly.

The organisation has implemented
a comprehensive plan to handle all
aspects of Occupational Health and
Safety. The Board through the Audit
and Risk Committee receives regular
reports on the status of the
implementation of the OHS plan
across the organisation.

Strategic and Business Planning

Internal Audit
The Board, through the Audit and
Risk Committee, has approved an
internal audit program delivered by
an independent consulting firm.
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Insurance
The organisation maintains
comprehensive insurance policies
and manages its claims profile
across the insurance portfolio. All
Directors of the organisation are
provided with additional protection
under a Deed of Access and
Indemnity.

The numbers of meetings and
attendance at Committee meetings
is detailed in the following table.
People and Governance Committee
No. of meetings
Director

Held

Attended

Corinna Dieters
(Chair)

4

4

John Rowan

4

4

Margot Druce

4

4

Geoff Donovan

2

2

Candice Charles

2

2

People and Governance
Committee
The role of the People and
Governance Committee is to assist
and advise the Boards in fulfilling its
responsibilities to members of The
Tipping Foundation and Vista on:
1. Governance
2. Matters relating to succession
planning, composition, structure
and operation of the Boards;
3. Matters relating to the Chief
Executive Officer succession
planning appointment, selection,
remuneration and performance
and senior executive matters
when requested by the CEO;
4. Other matters as required.
The Committee is composed
of Directors from both Boards.

Practice and Quality Committee
No. of meetings
Director

Held

Attended

Candice Charles
(Chair)

4

4

Peter Williams

4

3

Patricia McNamara
(Independent
Member)

4

4

John McKenna
(Independent
Member)

4

2

Mike Debinski
(Independent
Member)

4

4

External Audit
KPMG is the external auditor of both
organisations.

Geoff Donovan
Chair, The Tipping Foundation Ltd.
– until November 2016

Practice and Quality
Committee
The role of the Practice and Quality
Committee is to assist and advise
the Board of Directors on how to
fulfil their responsibilities to
members of the Foundation and its
clients on matters relating to
assuring a culture that delivers
improved client outcomes that are
sustainable for the client, family and
organisation.
The Committee is composed of
Directors from both Boards and
three Independent Members
appointed for their skills and
expertise in a particular area in
accordance with the Constitutions
of both organisations.

Candice Charles
Chair, The Tipping Foundation Ltd
– from November 2016

Margot Druce
Chair, Victorian Person Centred
Services Inc.
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Financial Report
Profit and Loss
The financial report represents a
solid year for the network posting
a consolidated surplus and overall
improvement in our liquid assets
providing us the opportunity
to reinvest in the business and
improve outcomes for clients.

Network Profit and Loss
for year ended 30 June 2017

$000

Income
Government

$44,579

Donations and Fundraising
Contract, Brokered and Fees

$170
$8,191

Other
Total Network Income

$367
$53,307

Expenses
Staff and Related

$44,468

Administrative

$5,359

Property and Depreciation

$2,761

Total Network Expenses

$52,588

Net Surplus

$719

WE PROUDLY
REPORT A STRONG
FINANCIAL RESULT
THIS YEAR, REALIGNING
OUR BUDGETS,
REVISING OUR RISK
MANAGEMENT AND
IMPROVING OUR
RISK RATING
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4.9%
Respite
Services

16.4%
Child Youth
& Family
Services

4.2%
Other

Income
by Activity

40.5%

Disability
Residential

34%
Disability
Community

0.3%
Donations and
Fundraising

0.7%
Other

15.4%
Contract,
Brokered
and Fees

83.6%

Government

Income
by Source

5.3%
Property and
Depreciation
10.2%
Administration

84.6%
Staff

Expense
by Category
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Financial Report
Balance Sheet

Network Balance Sheet
as at 30 June 2017

$000

Current Assets
Cash and Deposits
Receivables
Other
Total Current Assets

$11,028
$3,957
$225
$15,210

Non Current Assets
Property, Plant and Equipment

$14,721

Total Non Current Assets

$14,721

Total Assets

$29,932

Current Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables

$2,299

Provisions

$4,884

Other Liabilities

$3,305

Total Current Liabilities

$10,488

Non Current Liabilities
Long Term Provisions – Staff

$1,195

Total Non Current Liabilities

$1,195

Total Liabilities

$11,684

Nett Assets

$18,248

Equity
Reserves

$6,198

Retained Funds

$12,050

Total Equity

$18,248
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Milly &
her support
worker
Angila

WE FOUND
THAT EVERY DOLLAR
COUNTS IN HELPING
CREATE NEW LIVES
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
WITH AUTISM

Donate
now!

Go to:
www.tipping.org
.au/donate

We are in need to provide respite
equipment and installations for
teenagers and children with autism.
Your donation could save a family
or help a teenager gain much
needed confidence and begin to
build a new life.
Milly, photographed here, is an
example of the young people
we see in our short term
accommodation (or respite).

Her mother was contemplating
relinquishment, but with the arrival
of NDIS it meant an opportunity
for weekly respite at The Tipping
Foundation house in Epping.

Help young people like Milly
by donating with the enclosed
envelope or set up a regular gift
online at www.tipping.org.au
or call 9564 1000.

Now Milly gets out and
participates in the weekly shop
and meal preparation.

Your gift can help build
a new life.
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Christine & Imy

To see a video
story of Christine
& Imy visit:
tipping.org.au/imy
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Thank you
Our sincere thanks to everyone.
You’re assisting us in striving for an inclusive
community where everyone has a fair go.
Advantage Salary Packaging

Kahns Lawyers

RACV Community Foundation

AMC Commercial Cleaning

KPMG

Rob Dow

Andrea Cain Occupational Therapy
and Ergonomics

La Trobe University

Robinson Gill Lawyers

Landers & Rogers

Russell Kennedy Lawyers

Learning Seat

SACS Consulting

Libby Callaway

Sarina Russo Apprenticeships

Lifetime Care and Support Authority

Saward Dawson

Logie Smith Lanyon

The CEO Circle Pty Ltd

Maddocks

The Ian Potter Foundation

Chris Kapa Photography

Matthew Hingeley

The Raper Trust

Collier Charitable Trust

McCracken and McCracken Lawyers

The Transport Accident Commission

Commonwealth Department
of Health

Mike Debinski

The Weekly Times

MJ Printing

Turning Point

Converge International
(incorporating Resolutions RTK)

Monash University

VALID

National Australia Bank

Victorian Managed Insurance
Authority

Batchelor Family
BJS Insurance Brokers
Byrne Fund (Lord Mayor’s Charitable
Fund)
Centre for Excellence in Child
and Family Welfare

Davidson Branding
Department of Health and Human
Services

National Disability Insurance
Agency

Department of Social Services

National Disability Recruitment
Coordination Agency

Dorothy Graff

Office of Public Prosecutions

Energy Pledge

Office of the Public Advocate

FIELD

Osborn Sloan and Associates

Fleetcare

Patricia McNamara

Frankston Peninsula Carers Inc

Periscope

Fuji Xerox

Petherd Tarax Charitable Trust

Gallagher Bassett

Pinnacle Group Australia

Henry Reynolds

Platinum Edge Pty Ltd

Insync

Professional Advantage

John McKenna

Professor Christine Bigby

Journey Partner Consulting

Votar Partners
William Angliss Charitable Fund
Winthrop Australia
Women with Disabilities Victoria
Work Health Systems
Workplace Legal

Cover photograph:
Garth & Alma
See the full video:
www.tipping.org.
au/garth/

The Tipping Foundation acknowledges and
appreciates the use of images of our clients
and staff throughout this Annual Report.
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Our offices
Metropolitan Offices

Regional Offices

Central and South-East
1036 Dandenong Road,
Carnegie, Victoria 3163
Telephone 03 9564 1000

Barwon
Suite 2, Ground Floor
170 Little Malop Street
Geelong, Victoria 3220
Telephone 03 5228 0100

Metro North West
263 High Street,
Preston, Victoria 3072
Telephone 03 9487 8100

Gippsland
68a Macleod Street,
Bairnsdale, Victoria 3875
Telephone 03 5152 7680
58–60 Commercial Road,
Morwell, Victoria 3840
Telephone 03 5135 4300
Grampians
42 Eastwood Street,
Ballarat, Victoria 3350
Telephone 03 5320 0300
50a McLachlan Street
Horsham, Victoria 3400
Telephone 03 5381 2825

To access this Annual Report
and the key financials on
the web, go to:

tipping.org.au
Email info@tipping.org.au
Tax-deductible Gift Recipient.
ABN 59 032 986 751
ACN 152 848 505
We are a Child Safe organisation

The Tipping Foundation
acknowledges the support
of the Victorian Government.

Hume
90-100 Ovens Street
Wangaratta, Victoria 3676
Telephone 03 5721 3344
Loddon Mallee
168 High Street,
Bendigo, Victoria 3550
Telephone 03 5442 8441
50 McCallum Street,
Swan Hill, Victoria 3585
Telephone 03 5033 0204

